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STUDY I

Introduction

Master's thesis research is a long term endeavor with probably
three levels of progress before the final thesis document is produced.
Research activities extend over many months and in this time the mas
ter's student will review the published literature and generate a
research design, implement a pilot study or the formal thesis design
and collect data, and write and edit thesis drafts in order to pro
duce the final document.

Steady, maintained research behavior across

these levels is difficult because there are usually no deadlines for
completion of these tasks.

In many instances, the initial start of

research activities is delayed, and then progress is interrupted with
long pauses, because there are no rewarding consequences for comple
tion and no aversive consequences for non-completion.

A Behavioral

Research-Supervising (BRS) System was designed so that graduate stu
dents maintained steady rates of completion of research tasks at the
three levels of thesis progress.
A system, as distinguished from a non-system, has these character
istics (Knezevich, 1973, p. 4):

the setting of goals and objectives;

specification of activities and the clustering of these activities re
lated to the goals and objectives; empirically based measurement of
outcomes; evaluation of the outcomes; recylcing through the earlier
components to modify the system.
A behavioral system, as distinguished from a non-behavioral system,

1
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has these characteristics (Malott, 1974, p. 325):

reliance on function

al relationships to explain behavior; specification of the behavior,
consequences and contingencies; observation of the behavior; consequation of the behavior.
There are four distinctive features of the Behavioral ResearchSupervising System:
1)

Research tasks at the three levels of thesis progress were

clearly specified.
2)
set.

Deadlines for completion of the separate research tasks were

The approach here is similar to the one recommended for pacing

student work in Personalized System of Instruction courses (Keller,
1968).

Under self-pacing, students usually do not complete the major

ity of course work (if at all) until the final weeks of the semester
(Lloyd and Knutzen, 1969).

Target dates for completion (Miller, Weaver

and Semb, 1974) are then used to maintain steady progress.

In the pre

sent system weekly deadlines for research-task completion were set.
3)

Extrinsic consequences (Malott, 1974, p. 327) were presented

for completion and non-completion of the research tasks.
dependent variables —

The two in

points toward letters of recommendation and

weekly feedback on performance —

comprised a treatment package.

His

torically, college courses have used points earned during the term as
a way of determining a letter grade for the student.

In this super

vising system, research-task completion earned a positive point and
non-completion earned a negative point, but at the end of the semester
the point totals were given to the graduate students' chief faculty
sponsor for use in letters of recommendation.

with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

The second component of the treatment package was feedback on the
student's performance.

Feedback on performance has been used with a

variety of behaviors in a variety of settings —

increasing writing

efficiency in a college classroom (Childers and Haas, 1970); reducing
dormitory noise in a community setting (Meyers, Artz and Craighead,
1976); increasing the use of behavior modification techniques by staff
members in an institution (Panyon, Boozer and Morris, 1970).

In this

system the feedback was in the form of cumulative positive and negative
points earned on research activities for the week and for previous weeks.
4)

Observation of research task completion occurred in weekly

meetings with doctoral supervisors.

Direct research supervision was

provided by students who had just completed their own thesis research.
This is a similar approach to the use of proctors in PSI courses to
assist the students (the proctor having successfully completed the
course too).
It is interesting that the above reference citations are mainly
from the fields of behavioral systems analysis and individualized in
struction.

The defining characteristics of applied behavior analysis

research exist (Baer, Wolf and Risley, 1968), and yet, there is a
paucity of studies that demonstrate how one is trained to do effective
applied behavior analysis research.

The Behavioral Research-Supervising

System was designed in order to develop and maintain effective research
behavior for graduate students doing masters level research.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Method

Subjects

Fifteen Master of Arts (MA) candidates in the Department of Psy
chology at Western Michigan University participated in this experiment.
Thirteen of the 15 were full time graduate students; all students were
enrolled in the Applied Behavior Analysis curriculum.

I categorized

them into three groups based on the progress of the student in com
pleting his or her thesis research.

Five students, who implemented

their thesis research during this study, made up Group I; four stu
dents, who wrote the final draft, made up Group W; six students, who
entered the department at the start of the study, composed Group G.
Members of Group G generated thesis proposals that could become thesis
implementations.

The experimenter served as a subject in this experi

ment (a member of Group I).
The group total consisted of eight females and seven males; Group
I - three and two, Group W - two and two, Group G - three and three,
respectively.

The mean age of the MA students was 24 years and one

month at the start of the study.

All of the subjects had earned their

undergraduate degrees within two years of admittance to the graduate
program at Western Michigan.

Doctoral supervisors

The primary research supervisors in this system were the doctoral
candidates.

They conducted the research meetings and recorded all

4
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data.

Originally, four doctoral candidates served as research super

visors to the 15 MA. students, but during Week 5 of this study one of
the supervisors dropped his advising duties.

The three remaining su

pervisors continued throughout the experiment; the reassigned MA stu
dents gave these advising totals:
Supervisor B - 6; Supervisor C - 4.

Supervisor A - 5 MA students;
In general, the research interest

of the MA student and/or the setting of the thesis implementation de
termined which supervisor worked with which student.

Each doctoral

candidate supervised a mix of subjects from the three levels of thesis
progress.
One female and two males served as doctoral supervisors.

Two

supervisors completed their Masters' degrees in an experimental analy
sis of behavior curriculum; the third did his in an applied area.

All

three supervisors presently worked in applied systems, either as an
instructor or as a manager.

The mean age of the supervisors at the

start of this study was 26 years one month; each had finished his or
her thesis within three years of the start of the study.

Setting and weekly program

Master of Arts students in the Applied Behavior Analysis program
take six required semester hours of Master's Thesis credt.

While

participating in this study the subjects earned course credit —

either

in terms of Master's Thesis credit or in the course Research in Behav
ior Analysis.

Members of Group G earned Research in Behavior Analysis

credit until the semester in which they implemented their thesis design.
The requirements of this study were only one component of the

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

6
thesis requirements under the subjects’ chief facility sponsor.

(The

chief faculty sponsor was the chairman of the student’s Orals Committee.)
Specific overlaps were:

1) individual meetings with the sponsor and

another faculty member ran concurrently with this study.

These meet

ings occurred at triweekly intervals throughout the semester with each
professor and lasted one half hour.

The MA student discussed research

issues about his or her thesis in these meetings, but this did not
involve any of the behavioral contingency relations from this study.
The sponsor also discussed the student's performance (for example, the
student should increase his number of comments in the group meeting)
in academic and self-management areas.
present study.

This too was independent of the

2) The sponsor attended, on a triweekly basis, the

small group meeting between the doctoral supervisor and research ad
visees.

The subjects knew, in advance, the schedule of when the spon

sor would be present.

3) The sponsor moderated the weekly large group

meeting in which MA student research was the main topic, but the doctor
al supervisors did not record any data in this meeting.

(All meetings

in which the supervisors recorded data, the supervisors moderated.)
A week of activities under this system (see Table I) ran as follows:
on Thursday afternoon the small group meeting between the doctoral su
pervisor and his or her supervisees lasted for one hour.

Following a

short refreshment break, the large group meeting convened in which the
two faculty members, the doctoral supervisors and the MA students dis
cussed topics related directly to a particular thesis, or general re
search issues, plus a business item agenda.
one and three-quarter hours.

This meeting lasted for

On Monday or Tuesday of the next calendar

R eproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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Table I:

Example of the weekly thesis schedule showing research task
due dates and receipt of the feedback form.
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TABLE I

EXAMPLE OF THE WEEKLY THESIS SCHEDULE SHOWING RESEARCH
TASK DUE DATES AND RECEIPT OF THE FEEDBACK FORM

Week N

Wed.
Thur. -------------- Tasks due: group meeting attendance
review article
data presentation
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.--------------- Tasks due: individual meeting attend
ance
log
self-reported hours
writing (and research
proposal)
self-editing

Week N + 1
Wed.
Thur.--------------- Student receives written feedback
form showing Week N performance
Fri.
(etc.)

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

9
week the supervisor met individually for half an hour with each MA.
supervisee.

The doctoral supervisor recorded data only in the small

group and individual meetings.

A ’thesis' week lasted seven days

and ran from the student's individual meeting to his or her next in
dividual meeting.

Experimental design

I used a BAB reversal design in this study.

This type of design

starts with the experimental condition in effect, follows with the
baseline condition and then reintroduces the experimental condition.
The three phases in this study were as follows:

(B) Points Toward

Recommendation and Feedback; (A) Baseline; (B) Points Toward Recommenda
tion and Feedback.
I used the BAB design rather than an ABAB or ABA design for three
reasons:

1) the length of the semester did not allow a full ABAB re

versal design because I expected three to five data points to establish
a trend in each phase; 2) ending the semester in the experimental condiwas probably a much stronger test of the treatment package than the
ABA design.

Typically, other courses provide poor contingency manage

ment of a student's academic behavior.

The student must complete a large

amount of work at the close of the semester in order to finish the
course.

The immediacy of the deadlines and grade consequences in these

concurrent activities work against steady, maintained progress on thesis
research.

Because the student's thesis research seldom has these im

mediate demands it is often the first to drop out.

Good performance by

the subjects at this time of the semester would show the value of this

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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system; and 3) if this system was effective in controlling research
behavior then it would be profitable for the subjects and the group
to use it (which a BAB does more than an ABA) .
counted a between group design —
group —

Similarly, I dis

using an experimental and control

because withholding the benefits of this system from the

control group subjects was of doubtful ethical merit if another equally
powerful design was available.
From preliminary observations of masters level research (an
earlier pilot study) I believed the dependent variables would reverse
under the BAB design.
search —

There are few intrinsic rewards for doing re

the tasks are hard work and extend over a number of months.

The long initial delay in starting research and its "on-again-off-again"
variability in maintenance for most MA students indicated that the
research tasks would reverse upon removal of the contingency relation
ship of this system.
A multiple-baseline design across individuals or groups would have
presented two problems:

1) administration time expanded when there

were two or more groups; 2) interaction between members of the groups
was unavoidable as the supervising system now functioned.

This verbal

contact among differentially treated subjects was experimentally unac
ceptable (Kazdin, 1973, pp. 519-520).

Experimental procedures

Points Toward Recommendation and Feedback.

In the experimental

condition, positive and negative points and written weekly feedback
were contingent on the MA student’s performance.

At the end of the

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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study the student's chief faculty sponsor received these point data
for use in letters of recommendation.

The feedback was in the form

of cumulative points earned for the week and for previous weeks.
Baseline.

The doctoral supervisors continued to record the

positive and negative points the students earned; the sponsor still
"expected" the students to keep up their research work (verbal dir
ective) .

But the students did not receive the written weekly feed

back on their behavior and the points of identified, individual stu
dents, collected during this condition, were never shown to the spon
sor.
The two independent variables constituted a treatment package
in this study —

no studies in educational technology have used

points in this manner.

The feedback component was added in order

to help guide the subjects' future research behavior based on their
past performance.

At the start of the study the faculty sponsor

announced that a total of zero negative points earned by a student
in the experimental condition would indicate good performance.

The

weekly feedback would presumably make the point toward recommenda
tion contingencies more effective by showing the student his or her
current point totals.

General procedures

I obtained informed consent signatures from each participant
in this study (MA students and doctoral supervisors).

This form

clearly described the behavioral contingency relationships that
affected a participant, the option that each participant could

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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withdraw at anytime from the study and that the data collected in this
experiment remained completely anonymous in whatever form of publi
cation or presentation the author attempted.
Subjects received handouts describing the dependent variables,
general procedures and a schedule of meeting dates with the two
facility members at the start of this study.

I gave out a question

naire to all 15 of the MA students and the three doctoral supervisors
as a check of their understanding of the requirements of the advising
system.

This occurred in the Thursday large group meeting of Week

7 (see Table II). No positive or negative points were contingent
on the scores of the MA students or supervisors; the supervisors
answered all questions on the form while MA students answered only
those questions applicable to their level of thesis progress.

I

told the system participants a week in advance to review the opera
tions of the advising system as described in the handouts.

I pro

vided answer keys to the system members immediately after each com
pleted the questionnaire.

At the next large group meeting I discussed

with the group members the most frequently missed questions.
I encouraged the doctoral supervisors to schedule their weekly
individual meeting times with MA students on Monday or Tuesday of
the thesis week.

This was important for two reasons: 1) the feedback

on the students’ performance should occur as soon as possible after
the completed week's research behavior in order to effectively guide
the following week's behavior.

With this arrangement of meeting

times the students completed a week's worth of tasks and then re
ceived a written record of their performance at the Thursday large

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table II:

Occurrence of specific events in Study I by experimental
condition and week.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE II

OCCURRENCE OF SPECIFIC EVENTS IN STUDY I BY EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITION AND WEEK

Conditions

Weeks

Specific Occurrences

B-

Research proposal due for Group G

Formal announcement — sponsor still
expects tasks in baseline to be
completed
List distributed — small group meet
ing attendance by sponsor

A

9
B-

10
11

-

System evaluation by participants

12
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group meeting.

This was within two or three days (depending on the

exact day of the individual meeting) of the previous week.

2) I

wanted the subjects' research behavior that earned points in one week
to have actually occurred in that week.

The MA student turned in

the more difficult and time consuming tasks at the individual meet
ing.

If this meeting was at the end of the 'thesis' week then work

towards completing the tasks more likely occurred in that week.
The doctoral supervisor assigned two kinds of points to the MA
student's performance:

positive and negative.

The MA student earned

a positive point if he or she met criteria on the required research
task.

The MA student earned a negative point if he or she did not

meet criteria on the required research task.

It was possible for

the student to do extra tasks each week and thus he or she could
earn some extra positive points.

But, if the student missed a dead

line and earned a negative point, then that task always showed a
negative point.
The doctoral supervisors turned in their data sheets (Appendix
A) at the end of each thesis week.

I calculated the percentage of

points completed (for a group or separate task) by dividing the
number of positive points earned by the total number of required points
(x 100) for that week.

I calculated the percentage of points not

completed by dividing the number of negative points earned by the
total number of required points (x 100) for that week.

Doing extra

tasks (that is, earning extra positive points) could inflate the
percent completed value; however, extra positive points could not
similarly affect the percent of required points not completed.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a student failed to completed a required task this would increase
the percent not completed, even if the student completed extra
(non-required) tasks, because the number of negative points in the
numerator remained the same.
During the experimental condition I prepared written weekly
feedback and distributed the individual feedback forms (Appendix B)
to the MA students at the break between the small and large group
meeting on Thursday.

The feedback form showed the number of points

required for the student, the number of positive and negative points
earned on each of the required tasks for that week and that week's
total summed.

The additional category of the total number of posi

tive and negative points earned under each required task indicated
cumulative performance of the MA student across the semester in the
experimental condition.

Positive points indicated the 'quantity'

of thesis work completed while negative points indicated the 'timing'
of the work —

non-completion because the student missed a deadline.

I used a criterion-referenced system in providing feedback to
each MA student.

I announced at the beginning of the study a goal

of zero negative points earned for each student.

Generally, members

of each group worked on the same number of required research tasks
throughout this experiment.

Students did not receive formal feed

back on the performance of their group peers during this experiment.
I announced the change in contingencies for each phase at the
Thursday large group meeting.
ment to the group.

This was in the form of a vocal state

The actual change occurred after the subjects' in

dividual meeting following that large group meeting; so the formal

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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announcement preceded the change by four or five days.
The student could postpone a deadline (tacitly stated as —

’if

unavoidable circumstances occurred’) if he or she had the consent of
his or her doctoral supervisor in advance of the deadline.

This was

not the same as merely notifying the supervisor in advance —

for

example, leaving a note on the supervisor's desk involved no consent.
There had to be prior agreement with the supervisor.
At the end of this study the MA students filled out a detailed
evaluation that asked them to rate various aspects of the advising
system.

Areas included the value of current requirements to the

student, possible changes for the next semester, and other social
validity ratings by the participants.

Dependent variables
I gave the following descriptions to the MA students and the
doctoral supervisors at the start of the experiment.

The doctoral

supervisors checked these tasks on Thursday of the thesis week:
Group meeting attendance. This included both small and large
group meetings.

The students were recorded in attendance if they

arrived before 4:00 P.M. Thursday.
Review article. MA students completed the 10 categories on
the literature review form on each article read (Appendix C). Sub
jects read articles relevant to their thesis topic.

They wrote a

minimum of 100 words with an entry under each category (even if it
was to say this category did not apply). They summed and circled
the total number of words at the top of the page.

The doctoral
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supervisor checked the completed form in the small group meeting.
The MA student discussed the article in this meeting but with no
points contingent.
Data presentation. MA students who implemented their thesis
design and collected weekly data presented these new data each week
in the small group meeting.

The student who collected data at inter

vals greater than one week’s time contracted a week in advance with
the supervisor for presentation.

The MA students complied the data

in graphic, tabular or statistical form.
The doctoral supervisor checked these tasks on Tuesday of the
thesis week:
Individual meeting attendance.

The MA student met weekly for

half an hour on an individual basis with his or her doctoral super
visor.

The student was recorded in attendance if he or she arrived

no later than the scheduled time of the meeting.
Log.

The log was the student's intellectual diary for the week.

It listed concepts, ideas, procedures and procedure changes, state
ments that came from the student’s research meetings, and things in
the environment that affected the study.

The log contained a minimum

of 200 words; entries were by calendar dates and it ran from one in
dividual meeting to the next one.

The MA student summed and circled

the total number of words written at the beginning of the new week.
Self-reported hours.

The MA student summed the total number of

hours worked on thesis activities for the week —

this included

meeting, reading, writing and research time but excluded paid assistantship hours in an applied setting and hours worked in an applied
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setting for practicum credit.

Students enrolled for Master’s Thesis

credit worked a minimum of 12 hours per week on thesis activities
in order to earn a positive point for this task; students not current
ly enrolled for this credit recorded their hours for a positive point
but there was no minimum time requirement.

Students summed and

circled the reported hours worked at the start of each new thesis
week.
Writing. This requirement was normally in terms of the formal
thesis write-up —

a thesis outline, 750 new words on a section (in

either the American Psychological Association or Systems Analysis
(Malott, 1974, page 324) format), rewriting an entire section.

How

ever, the student substituted, with the prior consent of the super
visor, written materials used in the implementation of the thesis
design (for example, handouts, training package).
Self-editing. MA students edited their own writing as a way to
improve their writing style.

The students edited the 750 words or

section (written in the previous task) in either of two ways:

they

submitted the original draft along with the completed work, or on the
original rough draft the student made corrections in a different
color ink.
Research proposal. This was neither a weekly task, nor was it
required for all 15 subjects.

The six new Group G students completed

a research proposal (turned in at the individual meeting) at four .
week intervals.

This task provided the opportunity for the new MA

students to generate thesis designs by analyzing their applied work
setting as a place containing many applied behavior analysis thesis
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topics.

The students provided a statement of their general topic

and the setting they worked in and specific recommendations under
each of these four categories as examples of possible thesis imple
mentations:

dependent variables, independent variables or setting,

design (and other methodological issues), and subjects.

The analysis

was in terms of articles read by the MA. students, suggestions logged
from research meetings and actual work done in the setting.

The pro

posal required a minimum of 200 words which the students summed and
circled at the top of the page, an entry under each category, and
complete sentences (I defined as a clause having a subject and a verb).
On the Thursday small group meeting, following submission of the
proposal, the MA students in Group G did not do a review article.
The students discussed their proposals with their doctoral supervi
sors at this time.

The supervisor required a proposal rewrite if

he or she determined the proposal was unsatisfactory.
The students were required to complete those tasks relevant to
their level of thesis progress.
III) worked on these tasks:

The students in Group G (see Table

attendance at the group and individual

meetings, review article, data presentation (when implementation
began), log, self-reported hours, research proposal (due at four
week intervals); students in Group W worked on these tasks:

indivi

dual meeting with doctoral supervisor, writing, self-editing; students
in Group I worked on all eight weekly tasks.

Students earned extra

positive points when they completed additional tasks over the weekly
requirement.

Such tasks were:

750 word increments —

review article, writing (based on

that is 1500 words earned +2 positive points,
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Table III:

The three groups in this study and their required research
tasks; also shown are the tasks that earned positive points
when they were completed over the weekly requirement.
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TABLE I I I

THE THREE GROUPS IN THIS STUDY AND THEIR REQUIRED RESEARCH
TASKS; ALSO SHOWN ARE THE TASKS THAT EARNED POSITIVE
POINTS WHEN THEY WERE COMPLETED OVER THE WEEKLY REQUIREMENT

Tasks

Group G_

Group W

Group JC

1)

Group meeting attendance

X

X

2)

Review article*

X

X

3)

Data presentation

X

X

4)

Individual meeting
attendance*

X

5)

Log

X

X

6)

Self-reported hours

X

X

X

X

7)

Writing*

X

X

8)

Self-editing*

X

X

9)

Research proposal*

* —

X

Tasks that could earn extra positive points
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2250 words earned +3 positive points, etc.), self-editing these
words (on the same point scale), individual meeting with doctoral
supervisor and research proposal.

Observation and reliability

The three doctoral supervisors served as primary observers.
The supervisor assigned a positive point if the MA student correctly
met criteria on each of his or her weekly required tasks; a negative
point indivated the response did not meet criteria; the supervisor
recorded a dash when the behavior did not apply to the student.

The

supervisor also recorded the student's quantitative output on certain
tasks —

the number of words written on the log, '750 words' require

ment, self-editing, review article and research proposal and the num
ber of hours recorded for the self-reported hours task.
The experimenter served as the secondary reliability observer.
On an unannounced, though frequent basis across the semester, the
experimenter attended individual and small group meetings and in
spected the work of the MA student(s).

Interaction between the

secondary observer and the participants in the meeting was brief (two
to four minutes in individual meetings; eight to ten minutes for
small group meetings) and specific contact with the supervisor and
student(s) was avoided.
I used a reliability calculation (Bijou, Peterson and Ault,
1968) in which the reliability percentage equalled the number of
agreements divided by the total number of agreements and disagree
ments (x 100).

I calculated these percentages on the eight research
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tasks (plus the research proposal) and the quantitative outputs and
also figured percentages across supervisors.

The secondary observer

assigned positive and negative points to the MA. student’s behavior
(Reliability Sheet found in Appendix D) and then added to the total
number of agreements and disagreements after comparison with the
supervisor's data sheet.

In the case of disagreements the secondary

observer discussed these specific instances with the doctoral super
visor within one week of the reliability check.
In summary, 15 MA students were supervised on their thesis re
search by three doctoral candidates.

Eight research tasks with

weekly deadlines were specified; completion of the task by the dead
line earned a positive point, non-completion earned a negative point.
Subjects in Group I worked on all eight tasks per week; subjects in
Group W did writing, editing, individual meeting attendance; subjects
in Group G did all eight weekly tasks but writing and editing, plus
the research proposal due at four week intervals.
variables —

The two independent

points toward recommendation and weekly written feed

back on performance —

comprised a treatment package.

At the end of

the semester the points earned on research activities were given to
the MA students' chief faculty sponsor for use in letters of recommenda
tion; the weekly feedback form showed the individual MA student's per
formance (in terms of positive and negative points) for the previous
week and cumulative totals.

The design was a BAB reversal, in which

the 'B' stands for the experimental condition and the 'A' for the
baseline condition.

The doctoral supervisors recorded all data during

this study; the experimenter served as a secondary reliability ob
server.

A Type II reliability calculation was used.
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Results

Reliability

Mean reliability for the three doctoral supervisors for the
entire study is 90%.
Supervisor B —

Individual percentages are:

96%; Supervisor C —

90%.

Supervisor A —

70%

I sampled Supervisors B

and C on all eight tasks in each of the three phases of the study.
Scheduling differences between the seconday observer and Supervisor
A's individual meetings with MA students resulted in a low number
of reliability checks.

On Supervisor A I checked only group meeting

attendance, review article and data presentation in the two experi
mental phases; in the baseline phase reliability checks included all
research tasks but self-editing.
I sampled approximately 30% of the total possible occurrences
of research-task completion in this experiment.
percentages on the dependent variables are:
93%; review article —
meeting attendance —
writing —

group meeting attendance

88%; data presentation —
97%; log —

94%; self-editing —

Separate reliability

87%; individual

96%; self-reported hours —

87%;

87%.

Reliability percentages on the quantitative output of the MA
students’ work range from 92 to 100% with a mean of 95%.
review article words —
words self-edited —
(+

92%; log words —

These are:

96%; words written —

100% (+ 10 words); self-reported hours —

h. hour) .
25
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Dependent variables

Figure 1 shows the percent of required points completed and not
completed in each week of the study for all 15 subjects.

The MA.

students showed a high rate of completion in the first experimental
phase (median 90% completed), dropped substantially in the baseline
phase (68%), and nearly recovered the original performance level in the
second experimental phase (86%).

Tasks done extra slightly inflated

the percent of points completed curves.

But the percent of required

points not completed showed a similar pattern:

a median of 14% in

the initial experimental phase, a rise to 34% in the baseline phase,
and a return to 14% in the second experimental phase.

(All other

graphs in Study I (Figures 3-5) are analyzed in terms of the percent
completed curves.

Analysis of the graphs in terms of the percent not

completed curves — which are not affected by tasks done extra —

does

not change the interpretation of the results.)
Figure 2 shows that individual performance of the 15 subjects is
closely related to the average group performance.

To obtain a subject's

score on this bar graph I used the following formula:

X
score

(# of negative points
earned in baseline
phase)

(# of negative points earned
in the experimental phases
2

I first equated the number of opportunities to earn negative points
in the baseline and experimental phases for the three groups.

This

involved arithmetically increasing the mean number of point opportuni
ties in the two experimental phases in order to equal the point oppor
tunities in the baseline phase.

This produced proportional or equal
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Figure 1:

Mean percent of required points completed (dots connected
with a solid line) and not completed (circles connected
with a dashed line) in each week of the study for the
total group. There was a mean of 70 required points per
week (range 55-84); N = 15. The horizontal solid lines
indicate median percent completed and not completed in each
phase. During the baseline phase no point or feedback
contingencies were in effect. (These two features —
horizontal median lines in each phase, no point or feed
back contingencies in baseline — apply to Figures 3-6 and

8-10.)
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Figure 2:

Frequency bar graph shows the relative performance of the
15 subjects for the entire experiment. Subjects who
exhibited scores greater than zero earned more negative
points in the baseline condition than they earned in the
experimental condition. Subjects who exhibited scores
less than zero earned more negative points in the experi
mental condition. "G" = member of the generating group;
"W" = member of the writing group; "I" = member of the
implementing group.
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ratios of point opportunities for the experimental and baseline con
ditions.

I then multiplied the number of negative points earned in

the experimental phases by this conversion ratio, summed these two
numbers and then used the above formula.

The 12 resulting positive

values in Figure 2 indivate that 80% of the subjects earned propor
tionately more negative points in the baseline condition than in the
experimental condition.

The three subjects who earned proportionately

more negative points in the baseline condition than in the experimental
condition represented each of the three groups.
Figure 3 depicts the results on four of the separate research
tasks.

Review article, log and self-reported hours show clear behav

ioral effects —

in both experimental phases the median percents

completed are at least 15% higher than the baseline percent completed
median; review article is 44% higher, log 33% higher, self-reported
hours 17% higher.
Group meeting attendance shows equivocal results because of
intra-condition variability.

It seemed from inspection of the graphs

in this study that variability could be defined as:

two or more

data points that 1) dropped at least 15% from their experimental
condition median percent(s) completed and equalled or overlapped
any data points in the baseline condition, or 2) rose at least 15% from
their baseline condition median percent completed and equalled or
overlapped any data points in the experimental condition.
For group meeting attendance both of the experimental phases
median percents completed are a minimum 16% higher than the baseline
phase median, but two experimental phase data points drop 17 and 16%
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Figure 3:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Review Article — mean of 10 required points per week
(range 5-11); N = 10.
b) Log — mean of 12 required points per week (range 11-12)
N = 12.
c) Self-Reported Hours — mean of 12 required points per
week (range 11-12); N = 12.
d) Group Meeting Attendance — mean of 11 required points
per week (range 9-11); N = 11.
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and overlap baseline phase data, and a baseline phase data point
rises 17% and overlaps experimental phase data.
Figure 4 shows the remaining four research tasks.

Writing, self

editing, data presentation and individual meeting attendance show no
effect —

the baseline phase median percent completed is equal to or

higher than one or both experimental phase medians.

Writing and self

editing both have the baseline phase median percent completed higher
than the first experimental phase median; for data presentation all
three median percents completed are equal; for individual meeting
attendance the baseline phase median percent completed is higher than
the second experimental phase median.
Figure 5 shows the performance of the MA students at the three
levels of progress of thesis research.
clear effect —

Group G and Group W show a

in both experimental phases for Group G the median

percents completed are a minimum 26% higher than the baseline percent
completed median; Group W is 15% higher.
effect —

Group I shows an equivocal

the median percents completed are a minimum 10% higher than

the baseline median.
The first research proposal for the members of Group G was due
in Week 4 —

100% of the required points were completed (N = 6); the

second proposal was due in Week 8 —

80% of the required points were

completed (N = 5).
The data recorded by the supervisors on the MA students' quantita
tive output on research tasks generally supported the effects just
indicated for completion and non-completion of the tasks.

Separate

word totals on review article, log, and hours total on self-reported
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Figure 4:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Writing — mean of nine required points per week (range
7-12); N = 9.
b) Self-Editing — mean of seven required points per week
(range 3-9); N = 7.
c) Data Presentation — mean of three required points per
week (range 1-7); mean of three subjects per week
(range 1-7).
d) Individual Meeting Attendance — mean of 15 required
points per week (range 14-15); N = 15.
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Figure 5:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Group G — mean of 28 required points per week (range
18-38); N = 6.
b) Group W — mean of 11 required points per week (range
9-12); N = 4.
c) Group I — mean of 32 required points per week (range
24-37); N = 5.
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hours (students doing 12 hours per week), were consistently over
the minimum requirements in the first experimental phase; the totals
always dropped lower than these first levels (and often below
the minimum requirements) during the baseline phase; in the second
experimental phase the totals were again over the minimum but not
to the same level as the first experimental phase.
But word totals for writing and self-editing never followed this
pattern.

Usually these tasks alternated on consecutive weeks across

the entire study with an oscillation around the minimum requirements
regardless of the conditions in effect.
The Thursday tasks of review article, group meeting attendance
and data presentation (Figures 3 and 4) show a missing data point for
Week 1 because the first experimental phase started with the Tuesday
individual meeting; and for Week 9 when the Thanksgiving vacation
occurred and there was no Thursday meeting.

The Tuesday tasks of log,

self-reported hours, writing, editing and individual meeting attend
ance (Figures 3 and 4) show a missing data point for Week 12 because
the final week of the study included the Thursday meeting only.

One

subject missed this final group meeting when she left for Christmas
vacation.

I dropped this subject's last week of data from the study

because this type of absence was the only such occurrence for any
student during the semester.

Members of Group W (Figure 5) have no

Thursday tasks required and so no data point for Week 12 appears.
The doctoral supervisors and MA students filled out the question
naire on the dependent variables and general procedures of the super
vising system.

The 15 subjects scored a mean of 83% correct (range
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65-100%); the three doctoral supervisors scored a mean of 93% correct
(range 90-95%).
At the end of the study 13 of the 15 subjects completed an eval
uation of the supervising system.

The most favorably rated aspect

of the system was the individual meeting between the MA student and his
or her doctoral supervisor.

Ninety-two percent of the MA students

said that during the baseline phase they always knew what behavioral
contingency relationships were in effect; in the experimental phases
77% were always clear.

During the actual baseline phase 100% of the

MA students were always clear what phase was in effect; during the
experimental phases 92% of the students were always clear what phase
was in effect.

During the entire experiment 92% of the 13 respondents

were always clear what research tasks they were required to do each
week.

The students rated the supervising system as well-organized.

The weekly feedback forms and the positive and negative point pro
cedures were clear, while the points toward recommendations were less
clearly understood.
The six members of Group G endorsed the research proposal as an
effective approach for generating research designs.

By the end of

the study four of the six students implemented their proposal and
collected data for presentation.

An added benefit of this research

task occurred for the student's doctoral supervisor.

The written

proposal allowed the supervisor to clearly understand and helpfully
critique the student's research designs.
Five of the 13 students indicated that they hoarded; I defined
"hoarding" in this way —

the student completed a research task in
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Week N but did not turn it in to the supervisor until Week N + n (which
was any succeeding week).
and writing.

This occurred for the review article, log

When the hoarding occurred or when the student turned the

task in to the supervisor was not limited to any one phase.

Six

of the 13 students indicated they scheduled an extra meeting, at one
time in the semester, with the sponsor, the second faculty member
in the advising system, another faculty member or another thesis
committee member.

Three of the MA students used formal contingency

contracting outside of the supervising system —

to graph weekly

data, to implement a pilot study, and the third student had a self
management contract covering the eight research tasks.
Of particular importance to the long term effectiveness of this
system is the favorable overall rating provided by its participants.
Nine of the 13 MA students (69%) said they preferred this type of
supervising system with its weekly regularity of specified research
tasks, deadlines and contingencies on performance over a less structured
approach.

One subject (8%) considered the aversive features of the

system, like negative points and missed deadlines, as unacceptable.
(Three of the students (23%) did not clearly approve or condemn the
system in the evaluation.)
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Discussion

The present results indivate that points toward recommendation
artH feedback are effective in controlling research behaviors.

For

the entire study 12 of the 15 students earned proportionately less
negative points in the experimental condition than in the baseline
condition.
How is it that the research behaviors of the subjects were con
trolled by the independent variables?

Clear analysis of the point and

feedback contingencies is difficult because the controlling relations
are very subtle.

The treatment package sets up two schedules, with

one based on the positive point as a learned reward and the negative
point as a learned aversive.

The rewarding and aversive properties

of these two kinds of points are established through the verbal state
ments present in the system (for example, handouts, group discussions,
rules from the chief faculty sponsor).

The positive points are avail

able on a limited hold schedule in which the student must complete a
research task within a specified period of time each week; the nega
tive points are part of an avoidance procedure in which the comple
tion of a research task prevents the occurrence of an aversive (the
negative point and ultimately, a poor letter of recommendation).
In order to be maximally effective as consequences for the sub
jects' research behavior, the points should directly follow the be
havior . Only for group and individual meeting attendance were the
points directly contingent on behavior —

that is, there was no

temporal delay between behavior that earned the point and when the

42
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point was assigned by the supervisor.

But throughout the study the

subject’s other research tasks were also checked in these two meet
ings.

And so the repeated pairing (though greatly delayed) of the

research output and the points sustained the rewarding and punishing
value of the points.
The two kinds of point contingencies —

presenting and preventing —

also provided consequences in the form of self-management statements
by the subjects (Malott and Whaley, 1976) . Instances of off task
behavior, when the student should have been completing a research
task, were probably punished by self-given aversive statements; these
statements decreased the occurrence of behavior that would eventually
earn negative points.

Following partial or full completion of a

research task, the student supplied him or herself with rewarding
statements; these statements tended to increase the occurrence of
behaviors that would earn positive points.
An important stimulus function in this supervising system was
in. the form of rule control.

As Skinner (1969) has stated, a rule

is a statement that describes:
1)

the topography of the action involved,

2)

the setting the action occurs in,

3)

and, the results of the action.

An example of a rule used in this study was:
1)

topography —

the response definition of any of the dependent

variables;
2)

setting —

the announcement that the experimental condition

was in effect;
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3)

and, consequences —

the points earned in this condition

received by the student’s chief faculty sponsor.

Each MA student

read, heard, and probably repeated this rule (or similar variations)
many times during the study.

The rule then cued the occurrence of

the subject’s research behavior.
The feedback component of the treatment package also served a
stimulus function.

The quantitative measures on the form served as

positive feedback when they maintained the research activities or made
them more likely to occur; they served as negative feedback when they
made the acts less likely to occur (Malott, Tillema and Glenn, in
press).

The feedback form could have also cued the occurrence of

self-given rewarding and punishing statements and appropriate rules.
The sources of behavioral control in this supervising system are
quite complex.

We have hypothesized three main functional causes:

1) the points as learned rewards and aversives on two separate sched
ules; 2) self-management techniques, such as self-given rewarding and
aversive statements provided by the subject; 3) rule and feedback con
trol.

Further speculation on the exact contribution of each is proba

bly not warranted.
Writing (Figure 4) did not show clear behavioral control by the
treatment package —

the baseline condition median was higher than

the first experimental condition median.

Of the eight research

tasks in this study, writing probably was the most difficult to
complete.

But with the present point scale an MA student could not

earn more positive points for writing completion, or negative points
for non-completion, than for any other of the less effortful research
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tasks.

In Study II the consequences for the writing task should more

accurately reflect the higher response cost —

provide a greater point

value for completion as well as non-completion of the task.
Self-editing (Figure 4) was not as effortful as writing, but its
completion was wholly dependent on the prior completion of the writing
task.

It was for this reason that writing and self-editing showed

similar percent completed and not completed curves in this study.
The effects of the independent variables on group meeting attend
ance (Figure 3) were weakened because other powerful contingency
relationships were present —

for example, the chief faculty sponsor

moderated the large group meeting and low attendance by a student
was noticeable; often the sponsor requested students to discuss cer
tain issues related to their thesis design that had general interest
to the group or that the sponsor desired group input on.

Regardless

of the condition in effect these factors may have increased the per
cent of tasks completed for group meeting attendance.

The sponsor

also attended the small group meeting on a regular basis and in a
similar way may have affected the percent of tasks completed for

review article and data presentation.
Data presentation (Figure 4) did show a high rate of percent
completion across the entire study.

But it is difficult to accurately

analyze in terms of the independent variables because only a small
number of required points occurred each week.

Weeks 2-6 contain only

seven required points (mean of 1.4 required points per week) while
the remaining five weeks contain a mean of five required points per
week.

The number of students who collected data increased directly
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with the number of implementations —

during Weeks 2-6 only two

people implemented; in the remaining five weeks five people imple
mented —

with three in Week 7 and two in Week 10.

However, only two

of the implementations lasted longer than five weeks and this distorts
the results found in Figure 4.
I am not sure why individual meeting attendance (Figure 4) was
not affected by the point and feedback contingencies.
requirement of this task might contain an explanation.

The particular
The MA student

was recorded in attendance if he or she arrived on time and stayed for
the full half hour.

For the entire study only five of the 20 negative

points for "non-attendance" were for actually missing a meeting; threequarters were earned for tardiness.

In the first experimental phase

there were two negative points (one absence, one tary); in the baseline
phase there were 10 negative points (one absence, nine tardy); in the
second experimental phase there were eight negative points (three
absences, five tardy).

Accordingly, in Figure 4 performance was high

in the first experimental phase and much lower in baseline.

Late

arrival caused the decrease in the baseline phase and not actual missed
meetings, but a late student could still show the supervisor his or
her completed Tuesday tasks (for positive points) and could also
discuss research issues in the remainder of the half hour.

The con

sequences for late arrival, other than one negative point, were not
that aversive, and so, with the onset of the second experimental
phase, the effectiveness of the point and feedback contingencies
was lessened.
The results from Study I show that points earned toward recommenda
tion letters combined with weekly feedback on the subjects1 performance
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are effective in controlling research behavior.

Twelve of the 15 MA.

students earned proportionately less negative points in the experi
mental condition than in the baseline condition.

For the three levels

of thesis progress in this system, Group G and Group W show clear
effects, and Group I shows equivocal effects.

When all the parts —

the total group average, individual performance, the eight research
tasks, the three groups based on thesis progress —

are examined in

terms of the whole system the behavioral effects are evident.

Yet

performance on the separate research tasks is not nearly as distinct —
effects are clear only for review article, log, and self-reported
hours, equivocal for group meeting attendance, and non-existent
for writing, self-editing, data presentation and individual meeting
attendance.

Study II is a direct attempt to bring all of the eight

research tasks under the control of the point and feedback contin
gencies .
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STUDY I I

The design of this study included a number of participant sug
gestions from the end of the semester evaluation as well as experi
mental considerations generated from an analysis of the empirical
results of the first study.
1) The MA students rated the Thursday large group meeting as
unstructured
to deal

and too long while the small group meeting was too short

with the students' research issued.

So for this study we

set the time of the large group meeting at one and one quarter hours
(with a business item period if time remained) and the small group
meeting expanded to one and one half hours; I also posted a weekly
agenda sheet for issues to be discussed.

(When two of the doctoral

supervisors could not attend the Thursday meeting until 5:00 P.M.
the order of the meetings was switched —

large group now followed

by small group.)
2) Generally the students rated the log as ineffective.
total was too high and its ultimate utility questioned.

The word

As a result

we made these changes:
a)

new

descriptions of areas to write on,

b)

the

supervisor would read the student's log

in

individual meeting,
c) and a log summary was added to insure reviewing*-of past
entries.
3) The MA students requested a norm referenced measure on the
48
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the weekly feedback form.

So during this study they received the

percent of points completed and not completed for the group in which
the student was a member.
4)

I also included a list of Graduate College requirements in

this semester's advising system.

As requested by the participants

these tasks were optional and were to be individually contracted be
tween the supervisor and the student.

Completion or non-completion

of the contracted task earned a positive or negative point but these
data were not included on the weekly feedback form or in the results
of Study II.

I took this approach for two reasons:

1) the initial

description of these tasks (reviewed by the participants towards the
end of Study I) was not favorably received by all the subjects.

Three

or four vigorously objected to the comprehensive scope of the tasks
and said I had no business making some particular tasks requirements
for points.

2) For these tasks the student received +1 point for

completion regardless of the condition in effect, since they were
contracted individually.

This was a different procedure compared to

the regular point procedures on research tasks, and I considered its
inclusion as a category on the feedback form to be confusing and
possibly misleading to the student.
Specific experimental procedures were:

1) I decided to use the

same BAB reversal design in this second study but to provide for
longer experimental phases.

The missing data points in Study I hin

dered the analysis of the effects of the treatment package.
2)

The point requirement on writing and self-editing was in

creased so that it more nearly reflected the relative amount of
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behavior involved in completing these tasks (without making the
point value of other tasks irrelevant). At the same time more com
prehensive self-editing requirements were included.
3)

And finally, I handed out the questionnaire on dependent var

iables and general procedures of the advising system before the start
of the study; and so all participantsknew their score and the errors
made at the start of the first week.
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Method

Subjects

Fifteen MA candidates in the Department of Psychology at Western
Michigan University participated in this study.

Fourteen of the 15

were full time graduate students and all were enrolled in the Applied
Behavior Analysis program.

Thirteen of the 15 served in Study I.

The same five students composed Group I; eight students now made up
Group G —

the original six plus two new admittees to the supervising

system; Group W contained two students.

The experimenter was a mem

ber of Group I.
The group total consisted of seven females and eight males:
Group I —

three and two, Group W —

and five respectively.

one and one, Group G —

three

All of the subjects had earned their under

graduate degrees within two years of admittance to the graduate
program at Western Michigan.

Doctoral supervisors

The same three doctoral candidates continued as research super
visors.

Each supervised five MA students; Supervisors A and C had

no students from Group W.

Setting and weekly program

The behavioral requirements of Study II were again only one
component of the thesis requirements under the subjects' chief faculty

51
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sponsor.

The subjects continued to receive course credit for parti

cipating in the study.

The chief faculty sponsor again announced

that all research tasks required for a student should be completed
regardless of the condition in effect.

The students also continued

to meet triweekly with the two faculty members and they discussed
research issues in these meetings.

The sponsor continued to attend

on a triweekly basis each small group meeting; the subjects knew this
schedule in advance.
meeting.

The sponsor moderated the weekly large group

These activities ran concurrently with Study II.

The weekly program of thesis activities was similar to the first
experiment.

The only change was for the group meeting on Thursday —

the large group meeting now preceded the small group meeting and only
lasted for one and one-quarter hours.

Experimental procedures

I also used the BAB reversal design in this study.
phases were the same:

The three

(B) Points Toward Recommendation and Feedback;

(A) Baseline; (B) Points Toward Recommendation and Feedback.
The weekly feedback form included all the categories used in
Study I.

Based on student preference in the evaluation at the end

of the previous semester, I added a norm referenced feedback category.
The subjects received quantitative descriptions of their own perfor
mance plus the percent of required points completed and not completed
on the group's performance in which they were a member.

Unlike the

individual feedback categories, the group performance was not cumu
lative and did not show the separate research tasks or the total
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required points.
This was the new point scale for completion and non-completion
of the writing and self-editing:
Total Words Written

Points Earned

0-749
750-1499
1500-2249
2250-2999

-2
+2
+4
+6

The scale continued on (if necessary) in multiples of 750.

The stu

dent earned the same number of points at the exchange rate depicted
on this scale, for self-editing these words.

(Note that this is

twice the point value of Study I.)

General procedures

Subjects received revised handouts describing the dependent var
iables and general procedures, and a schedule of meeting dates with
the two facility members at the start of the study.

I gave out the

revised questionnaire on research tasks and system procedures before
the study began.

The supervisors and subjects filled it out on their

own and received feedback on their performance outside of the Thursday
large group meeting.

The experiment started after the participants

knew their score and the correct answers for the questions they
missed.
The two kinds of points for performance, the calculation of
percent of required points completed and not completed, tasks done
extra and the postponement of deadlines were identical to the pre
vious study.

I continued to make the announcement of the change in
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contingencies for each phase at the Thursday large group meeting.
The students continued to receive their weekly feedback forms at
this meeting.

The subjects again filled out an evaluation at the

end of the semester.

Dependent variables

The Thursday tasks —
data presentation —

group meeting attendance, review articles,

were identical to Study I; these Tuesday tasks —

individual meeting attendance, self-reported hours, and writing were
also the same.

I gave out the following revised descriptions to the

MA. students and the doctoral supervisors at the start of the study:
Log.

I added these criteria:

ideas from other courses, from

faculty members, from articles and books you have read, and self
memo belong in the log.

The log entries included a running summary

of topics in the student’s discussion section and for analyzing data
and the type of graphs needed in the thesis write-up.
supervisor read the log in the indivudal meeting.

The doctoral

Twice during the

semester the MA student prepared a log summary based on past log
entries of this semester but written since the previous summary.

The

comprised two or more statements of significance on the two (or more)
most important developments that affected the student’s thesis.

This

was a minimum of 400 words long; the total number of words was summed
and circled at the top of the page.

The log summary precluded the

regular weekly log requirement for that week; the supervisor also
read this.

I announced the summary due date (which was the MA stu

dent’s next individual meeting) at the group meeting of that week.
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Self-editing.

This consisted of four requirements introduced

cumulatively across the study (see Table IV).

These were an attempt

to help teach the student a writing style based on readability.
1) Active versus passive voice —

the student underlined the

verb(s) in each sentence and placed an "A" or "P" over each verb to
indicate the voice.

Editing marks were in a different color ink

than the text.
2) First versus third person —

the student underlined any per

sonal pronoun used as the subject of a sentence and placed a "1st",
"2nd", or "3rd" above the pronoun.

These editing marks were in a third

color.
3) Content review —

the student underlined the topic sentence

in each paragraph and then placed, on each succeeding sentence of the
paragraph, a checkmark over the period if the sentence logically
related to the topic sentence.

The student provided written justi

fication on another sheet of paper for those sentences without check
marks.

A fourth color of ink indicated these editing marks.

4) Cumulative and short sentences —

the MA students were required

to complete a training package (developed by Mary Tillema, manuscript
in preparation) on identifying and writing cumulative sentences.

A

cumulative sentence has more free modifiers at the end and beginning
of the sentence and not in the middle; a free modifier is any word
or words that stand before the subject of a sentence (with the ex
ception of coordinate conjunctions like 'and1, or 'but') and medial
or final sentence words set off by commas, dashes or parentheses.
The supervisors checked the accuracy of the editing marks during
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Table IV:

Occurrence of specific events in Study II by experi
mental condition and week.
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TABLE I V

OCCURRENCE OF SPECIFIC EVENTS IN
STUDY II BY EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION AND WEEK

Conditions

Weeks

Specific Occurrences
Questionnaire on supervising system*s
dependent variables and procedures
Active vs. passive voice self-editing

Log summary due

6
7

8
9

10
B

11
12
13

-Log summary due
System evaluation by participants
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the individual meeting.
Research proposal.
for this task.

Only the two new members of Group G qualified

The supervisor contracted individually with the MA

student for completion of this task, but all other requirements re
mained the same.
Graduate College procedures.

I prepared a description of 15

separate tasks related to the MA student’s successful completion of
the graduate program.

These included the English Qualifying Examina

tion, Candidacy Application, forms for registration and departmental
requirements, residency and diploma application, fellowships and
research stipends open to graduate students, important pamphlets in
preparing the thesis document, sequence of submitting the thesis
through the Psychology Department and the Graduate College, list of
deadlines for submission of papers and sites for conventions in be
havior analysis in 1977 tasks related to the supervising system —
performance review with doctoral supervisor, undergraduate advising,
individual meeting with Committee members, formal presentation of
thesis results to the large group, and Informed Consent and Human
Subjects Review Committee procedures.
tional for each MA student.

These requirements were op

I provided a checklist which indicated

those tasks a student contracted to complete, by what dates, and what
points earned.

The doctoral supervisor recorded these data on the

checklist.
The members of the three groups worked on the same tasks as in
the first experiment; the same tasks done extra also applied (see
Table III).
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Observation and reliability

The exact same procedures occurred in this experiment as in
Study I.
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Results

Reliability

Mean reliability for the three doctoral supervisors for the
entire study is 94%.
88%, Supervisor B —

Individual percentages are:
91%, Supervisor C —

99%.

Supervisor A —

I sampled each super

visor on all eight research tasks in each of the three phases of the
study.
I sampled approximately 27% of the total possible occurrences
of research-task completion in this study.
centages on the dependent variables are:

Spearate relaibility per
review article —

presentation — 89%; individual meeting attendance —
self-reported hours —

92%; writing —

95%; data

97%; log —

95%; self-editing —

95%;

95%.

Reliability percentages on the quantitative output of the MA
students’ work range from 92 to 100% with a mean of 95%.
review article words —
words self-edited —
reported hours —

98%; log words —

These are:

94%; words written —

100%;

93% (these are all based on + 5 words); self-

92% (+

H hour).

An exact word and hour total (that

which was totalled by the MA student on the document) was not used
because one supervisor consistently rounded these numbers for his
data sheet while the secondary observer recorded them directly.

Dependent variables

Figure 6 shows the percent of required points completed and not
completed in each week of the study for all 15 subjects.

The MA

60
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Figure 6:

Mean percent of required points completed (dots connected
with a solid line) and not completed (circles connected
with a dashed line) in each week of the study for the total
group. There was a mean of 90 required points per week
(range 86-96); N = 15.
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students showed a high rate of completion in the first experimental
phase (median 92% completed), dropped abruptly in the baseline phase
(62%), and recovered much of the original level of performance in
the second experimental phase (82%).

The percent of required points

not completed exhibited a similar pattern:

a median of 16% in the

initial experimental phase, a rise to 38% in the baseline phase,
and a near complete return to 18% in the second experimental phase.
Tasks done extra inflated the percent of points completed in the
first experimental phase only.

(All other graphs in Study II (Figures

8-10) are also analyzed in terms of the percent completed curves.)
Figure 7 shows that individual performance of 12 of the 15 sub
jects closely supported the average group performance.

In the student

evaluation at the end of the study a subject from Group G indicated
she did not look at her weekly feedback form when it was handed out.
She was one of the three that did not seem to be affected by the posi
tive and negative points.

One of the two Group I subjects who

showed a negative score also had a negative value in Study I (refer
to Figure 2).

In the evaluation this student indicated she used

her own self-management program on thesis work.
Figures 8 and 9 show the results on the separate research tasks.
Review article, log, writing, self-editing and individual meeting
attendance demonstrate clear behavioral effects —

in both experi

mental phases the median percents completed are at least 15% higher
than the baseline percent completed median; review article is 15%
higher, low 35% higher, writing 35% higher, self-editing 31% higher,
individual meeting attendance 15% higher (based on an average of the
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Figure 7:

Frequency bar graph shows the relative performance of
the 15 subjects for the entire study. Subjects who
exhibited scores greater than zero earned more negative
points in the baseline condition than they earned in the
experimental condition. Subjects who exhibited scores
less than zero earned more negative points in the experi
mental condition. "G" = member of the generating group;
"W" = member of the writing group; "I" = member of the im
plementing group.
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Figure 8:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Review Article — mean of 10 required points per week
(range 4-12); N = 10.
b) Log — mean of 12 required points per week (range 7-13);
N = 12. The log summaries were due in Weeks 5 and 13.
c) Writing — mean of 14 required points per week (range
9-22); mean of seven subjects per week (range 5-9).
d) Self-Editing — mean of 11 required points per week
(range 9-15); mean of five subjects per week (range
4-7). The active-passive voice requirement started
with Week 1; first-third person and content review be
came part of the requirement with Week 6.
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Figure 9:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Individual Meeting Attendance — mean of 15 required
points per week (range 10-15); N = 15.
b) Data Presentation — mean of six required points per
week (range 2-10); N = 6.
c) Self-Reported Hours — mean of 12 required points per
week (range 7-13); N = 12.
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two experimental phase medians).
Data presentation and self-reported hours show equivocal results their experimental condition medians are 20% and 23%, respectively,
over their baseline medians —

but they both have more than the min

imum number of overlapping data points.
I have excluded the group meeting attendance task from the re
sults of Study II.

I left the response definition for this task the

same as Study I but two of the doctoral supervisors could not arrive
at the group meeting until 5:00 P.M. because of a conflicting class.
The supervisors did not check attendance until the start of the small
group meeting which was now oneand one-half hours after the stated
deadline in the response requirements.

So the percent of points com

pleted in this study was incorrectly raised (median percents completed
for the three phases were 96%, 100% and 100%).
Figure 10 represents the performance of the MA students at two
levels of progress of thesis research.

(I excluded Group W from this

second study because there were only two members and the low number
of required points per week —

mean of five points —

much variability in the percent completed curves.

produced too

I still included

these points in the total group average and the separate research
task compilations.)

Group G and Group W show a clear effect —

in

both experimental phases for Group G the median percents completed
are a minimum 26% higher than the baseline median; Group W is 21%
higher.
The data recorded by the doctoral supervisors on the students'
quantitative output on research tasks generally matched the effects
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Figure 10:

Percent of required points completed (dots connected with
a solid line) and not completed (circles connected with a
dashed line) in each week of the study for:
a) Group G — mean of 43 required points per week (range
34-47); N = 8.
b) Group I — mean of 42 required points per week (range
36-47); N = 5.
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observed for the other dependent variables.

Separate word totals

on review artivle, log and hours’ total on self-reported hours
(students who were required 12 hours thesis work per week), were
above the minimum requirements in the first experimental phase, equal
to or below the mini-mum requirements in the baseline phase, and then
above the minimum requirements in the second experimental phase.
In this second study the word totals for writing and self-editing
were far above the minimum in the first experimental phase, far
below in baseline, and higher than the baseline results but still
lower than the minimum requirements in the second experimental phase.
The low number in the range of required points per week for
review article (Figure 8 Caption) resulted when the chief faculty
sponsor allowed the students to forego a review article in order to
concentrate on preparing weekly data for the small group meeting.
This occurred in the last three weeks of the study —

in Figure 8

the percent completed data points for Weeks 12 and 13 contain only
four and eight required points (which, in this case, equals four and
eight subjects), respectively.
Six of the eight members of Group G were absent and contributed
no data points for the Tuesday tasks of Week 11 and the Thursday
tasks of Week 12 (Figure 10).

These absences caused the low values

in the range of required points per week in Figure Captions 8-10.
Table V shows the rate of tasks done extra across phases for
Study I and Study II.

There was a marked decrease in the second

study in the number of extra tasks (down 75%) and the number of
students who completed extra tasks (down 45%).
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Table V

Record of tasks that earned extra positive points,
and number of students contributing for each phase
of Study I and II.
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TABLE V

RECORD OF TASKS TEAT EARNED EXTRA POSITIVE POINTS,
AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS CONTRIBUTING FOR EACH PHASE
OF STUDY I AND II

Number of tasks done extra and
number of contributing students
Study _I

Study II

First Experimental
Phase

4 subjects
9 tasks

3 subjects
3 tasks

Baseline Phase

3 subjects
7 tasks

2 subjects
2 tasks

Second Experimental
Phase

4 subjects
7 tasks

1 subject
1 task

Mean for Entire Study

4 subjects
8 tasks

2 subjects
2 tasks
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As a member of Group I, the experimenter's data are included in
the results of Study I and Study II.

The group data for both studies

accurately represent the individual performance of the experimenter.
I compared the median percents completed for Group I (Figures 5 and
10) and the experimenter’s percent of points completed in each of
the six individual phases of the two studies —

four of the six per

cent of points completed for the experimenter are with + 10% of the
corresponding median percents completed for the group.
The doctoral supervisors and MA students filled out the question
naire on the dependent variables and general procedures of the super
vising system before the start of the study.
a mean of 89% (range 75-100%) —

Fourteen subjects scored

one student failed to take the

questionnaire; the three supervisors scored a mean of 95% correct
(range 90-100%).
Eleven of the 15 subjects filled out the evaluation at the end
of the study.

The results of the student evaluation were similar to

those of the first study.

The individual meeting with the doctoral

supervisor again received the most favorable rating.

The students

indicated that this supervising system was well-organized; the
behavioral contingency relationships of the two conditions, the
phase changes, and the feedback forms were clear, while the points
toward recommendation again received a less clear rating.

Only one

student reported ever finding an error on the feedback form; few
students indicated they compared their group's performance to their
own performance.

Poor ratings still occurred for the large group

meeting (remained too long and unstructured); and now, the students
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indicated the small group meeting need time allotments so that each
member could satisfactorily discuss their data and/or review article.
Poor ratings occurred for the log summary and the self-editing proce
dures —

they were rated as ineffective and needless work; the weekly

log earned mixed reviews again.
the subjects’ approval.

The other research tasks received

The subjects indicated very few acts of

"hoarding" (that is, when the student completed a research task in
the week but he or she did not turn it in to the supervisor until some
later week).

Few of the subjects completed any of the optional

Graduate College procedures.
Nine of the 11 respondents (82%) said they preferred this type
of supervising system —

with its weekly meetings, specification of

research tasks, deadlines for completion of the tasks, and extrinsic
consequences contingent on completion —
approach.

over a less structured

One subject (9%) disliked the aversive features of this

type of supervision; one subject did not complete this question on
the evaluation.
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Discussion

The results from Study II again demonstrate that points toward
recommendation combined with weekly feedback on the subject's per
formance were effective in controlling research activities.

This

systematic replication (Sidman, 1960) provides increased reliability
of the experimental results.

Twelve of the 15 subjects earned pro

portionately less negative points in the experimental condition than
in the baseline condition.

Subject performance on the separate re

search tasks better matched the contingency requirements present
in the experimental and baseline conditions.
for five of the seven tasks —

There were clear effects

review article, log, writing, self

editing, individual meeting attendance; and only two equivocal ef
fects —

data presentation, self-reported hours —

of the data.

due to variability

Both Group G and Group I showed a clear behavioral ef

fect in this second study.

The BAB design better demonstrated the

potency of the treatment package —

10 of the 13 weeks (77%) in Study

II were in the experimental condition; yet, for six of the 10 graphs
(seven research tasks and three groups) included in both studies
the median percents completed in the first experimental phase were
higher in Study II than in Study I.

(In only two

for Study II were the seond experimental

ofthe 10 graphs

phase medians higher than

for those of Study I, but the lengthof the Study II experimental
phase was nearly twice as long.)
A couple of tentative explanations can be given for the better
performance exhibited in Study II.

First, the new point scale, that

78
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increased the value of completion (and increased the aversive con
sequence for non-completion) of the writing and self-editing tasks
(Figure 8), may have been responsible for the greatly improved control
over these tasks.

Group I's performance (Figure 10) that better

matched the experimental and baseline condition requirements may
have been similarly affected.
Second, this supervising system generated an average of eight
to 14 hours per week of research behavior for 13 graduate students over
seven months of time (the other four subjects participated for one
study only).

It is possible that the subjects' self-management tech

niques increased in effectiveness over this period of time.
Third, progress in the completion of a long term task is pro
bably mildly rewarding.

Those 13 subjects who participated in both

studies were farther along towards final completion.

(When asked to

indicate the best feature of the supervising system on the final
evaluation during Study II, one student wrote, "My thesis is near
completion", and another, "I did some work on my thesis".)

Success

ful completion of the research tasks in Study II earned this extra
reward for each of these students.
And fourth, the weekly feedback form in Study II included a norm
referenced component.

However, in the evaluation only two of the

students indicated that they consistently compared their performance
with their group's performance across the semester.

There were many

more instances of 100% task completion for individual subjects in a
week than for the group in which he or she was a member.

The nega

tive or corrective feedback value of the form probably decreased for
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members when, the group's percentage of points completed was below
their own.

A high probability may exist that low group performance

serves to justify an individual’s own low performance rather than
acting as a guide for improved work.

A possible solution would be

to make the group feedback component cumulative —

the greater number

of good performers would keep the average high.
The results of the data presentation task for this second study
(Figure 9) show that the very high rate of percent completion did not
continue across all conditions (see Figure 4).

In Study II there were

four students who prepared data for the entire 13 weeks, five students
with five weeks of implementation, and two students with irregularly
occurring tasks (each presented data three times across the semester).
When data presentation became a weekly task with regularity for a ma
jority of the subjects the point and feedback contingencies began to
show an effect.

If all subjects were required to do this task for

all weeks of the study, the behavior might show a reversal in the
baseline condition.
The combined results from the two studies provide strong evi
dence that the treatment package —
weekly feedback on performance —
of masters' students.

points toward recommendation and
can control the research behavior

Sixteen of the 24 graphs (67%) from Figures

1 through 10 have shown clear effects; four of the 24 (17%) have
shown equivocal effects; the remaining four have shown no effects
present (17%) . All of these separate parts —

total group, individual

performance, the research tasks, the three groups based on thesis
progress —

indicate the Behavioral Research-Supervising System can
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lead to sustained progress on the preparatory tasks that are in
volved in doing a master's thesis.
Equally important as the empirical results is the participants
own evaluation of the system.

The defining features of the Behavioral

Research-Supervising System are —

specification of the separate re

search tasks, placement of weekly deadlines for completion on the
research tasks, presentation of extrinsic consequences following com
pletion of the task, a weekly meeting schedule in which participants
discuss research issues.

Based on the two end of the semester eval

uations, 78% of the students preferred this type of supervising system;
9% of the students considered certain aspects, such as deadlines and
negative points, as too aversive to warrant continued use; 13% in
dicated neither a strong preference nor disapproval.
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STUDY III

Studies I and II showed that the Behavioral Research-Supervising
System was effective in controlling MA students' thesis research
behavior.

Study II compared the students' performance under the Be

havioral Research-Supervising System with other graduate students
from the Psychology Department under other supervising systems (col
lectively grouped in the Standard Supervising System).

I developed

a questionnaire that measured reported occurrence of research acti
vities in the supervising system that the student worked in and the
amount of supervision time provided by these systems.

Although the

subjects were not randomly selected, the distribution of a question
naire sampled a large number of students, and these students repre
sented a range of supervising systems within the Department.

The

MA students from the BRS System also filled out this same question
naire .

82
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Method

Subjects and setting

Seventy-two graduate students in the Department of Psychology
at Western Michigan University responded to this questionnaire —

57%

were in the Applied Behavior Analysis program, 14% in the Experimental
Behavior Analysis program, 18% in the Clinical program, 8% in the
School Psychology program, 3% in the Industrial program.

Approxi

mately 85 students received a questionnaire.
There were two qualifications for filling out the questionnaire:
1) the student currently had to have graduate admission to an MA degree
granting program in the Department of Psychology, Western Michigan
University, or 2) if the student had already completed his or her
thesis research, the work had to have been done in the Psychology
Department at Western Michigan University.

Roughly 20% of the re

spondents had already completed their thesis research (that is, the
final thesis copy had been accepted by the Graduate College); all
of these students were from the Standard Supervising System.

Twenty-

four percent of the 72 respondents were from the Behavioral ResearchSupervising System.
I distributed the questionnaire in seven separate graduate classes,
three weeks from the end of the Winter 1977 school semester.

These

classes averaged 10 to 15 students.
This approach did not provide a random sampling of all graduate
students available from all supervising systems present in the
83
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department, but a good cross-section of students (and therefore,
supervising systems) was collected.
in this study.

Twenty-one systems were included

This total represented 15 of 21 (71Z) current faculty

members and six faculty members no longer at Western Michigan Univer
sity.

The median number of graduate students from each supervising

system was three.

(Of the six faculty members no longer in the de

partment, five of the six students had already completed their thesis
research.)

General procedures

The professors teaching these classes allowed the students to
complete the questionnaire at the start of the class period or at the
end.

No faculty member refused my request to hand out the form in

their classes.
Prior to distributing the forms in the classroom, I explained
the two possible qualifications for a respondent and the three cate
gories on the informed consent form —

the data collected were being

used for research purposes, a student could have his or her data with
drawn from the study at any time upon written request, and all data
collected would remain anonymous since the results would be pooled.
The design of the questionnaire was as follows:

the student

filled in his or her name, date of entrance to the graduate program,
under which faculty sponsor, and to which program.

The student then

answered how much individual, group, and other sources of research
supervision he or she received in the sponsor's thesis supervising
system.

The student then indicated whether the system had specified
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deadlines and consequences for completion and non-completion of
the research tasks.

The student gave the starting date of the liter

ature review research, a pilot study or the formal implementation of
the thesis design, and the write-up of the thesis document.

Addition

ally, I asked if the student kept a log and tally of hours worked
on thesis activities, prepared weekly data, had somebody else edit
his or her writing; how many drafts were written, the dates of the
orals meeting, final acceptance of the thesis by the Graduate College,
and if the student took a full or part time class load during the
thesis preparation.

Dates were recorded to the month and year; the

questionnaire took seven to 10 minutes to complete.
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Results and Discussion

Advising system

Based on the reported data of the questionnaire, 71% of the
Behavioral Research-Supervising System students and 79% of the Standard
System students were full time graduate students during the time of
thesis preparation.

In Figure 11, 68% of the Standard System students

received some individual supervision from their faculty sponsor on
thesis research; 100% of the BRS System students received this form
of supervision.

(Thirty-two percent of the Standard System students

had received no research supervision to date —
statistical analysis of these students.)

see Table VI for

Thirty-two percent of the

Standard Supervising System students received supervision in a group
format; 100% of the BRS System students have received over 90 minutes
per week of group supervision from their faculty sponsor.
Only 15% of the Standard System students received any other source
of direct supervision —

Ph.D. student, Thesis Committee members,

friends, research group in setting where design implemented —

whereas,

100% of the students in the BRS System had doctoral candidates as
research supervisors.

In the Standard System 25% of the students had

deadlines set for research tasks and 3% had extrinsic consequences
contingent on the deadlines; 100% of the BRS System students had
weekly deadlines and consequences contingent on the deadlines.

Research tasks

Figure 12 shows the occurrence of specific research tasks as a
86
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Figure 11:

Mean minutes per week of supervision from faculty sponsor
for Behavioral Research-Supervising System students and
Standard Supervising System students in two different
formats — individual and group. There are 17 BRS
System students and 54 Standard System students in each
graph.
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Table VI:

An analysis of students from the standard supervising
system who have not received any research supervision.
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TABLE V I

AN ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FROM THE STANDARD SUPERVISING SYSTEM
WHO HAVE NOT RECEIVED ANY RESEARCH SUPERVISION

Percent

Months since entrance
to graduate program
Median

Range

Students with no individual
supervision from faculty
sponsor

32%

7 mos.

3-51 mos.

Students with no group
supervision from faculty
sponsor

67%

7 mos.

3-51 mos.
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Figure 12:

Time in months from entrance to graduate program to
start of three research tasks for Behavioral ResearchSupervising System students and Standard Supervising
System students.
a) Literature Review Research — there are 17 students from
the BRS System, 51 students from the Standard System.
b) Pilot Study or Formal Implementation — there are 16
students from the BRS System, 43 students from the
Standard System.
c) Formal Thesis Write-Up — there are 17 students from
the BRS System, 53 students from the Standard System.
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function of the amount of time the student has been in the graduate
program for the two supervising systems.

Eighty-eight percent of

the BRS System students started their literature review within the
first semester (1-4 months) after admittance; 28% of the Standard
System students did this within the first semester.

Not shown on

this graph is the fact that 41% of the BRS System students (compared
to 14% of the Standard System students) started this task in the first
month after admittance.

(See Table VII for the statistical analysis

1
of the students who have not started these research tasks.)
Seventy-five percent of the BRS System students started a pilot
study or their formal thesis implementation within the first two
semesters (1-8 months) after admittance to the graduate program; 26%
of the Standard System students started this task within the first
two semesters.
Forty-eight percent of the BRS System students started their
formal write-up within one year (1-12 months) after admittance; 13%
of the Standard System students commenced the formal write-up in this
time span.

In the BRS System 94% of the students kept a weekly re

search log and 100% kept a weekly tally of hours worked on thesis
activities; the totals for the Standard System students were 26% and
and 11%, respectively.

One student from the Standard Supervising System started his
literature review research and implementation of a pilot study four
months prior to his entrance into the graduate program.
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Table VII:

An analysis of students from the Behavioral ResearchSupervising System and Standard Supervising System
who have not started the research tasks.
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TABLE V I I

AN ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS FROM THE BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH-SUPERVISING
SYSTEM AND STANDARD SUPERVISING SYSTEM WHO HAVE NOT STARTED
THE RESEARCH TASKS

Percent

Months since entrance
to graduate program
Median

Range

-

-

Students who have not started
literature review research
BRS:
Standard:

0%
33%

7 mos.

0%

-

3-19 mos.

Students who have not started
a pilot study or implementa
tion of thesis
BRS:
Standard:

-

62%

7 mos.

3-21 mos.

BRS:

41%

7 mos.

3-15 mos.

Standard:

66%

7 mos.

3-21 mos.

Students who have not started
formal thesis write-up
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Conclusions

The results for Study III show that MA students in the Behavioral
Research-Supervising System generally receive more direct research
supervision —

more absolute meeting time and from more sources —

than the Standard Supervising System students.

Measured from entrance

to the graduate program, the students in the BRS System generally
start to work on the early component tasks that lead to a completed
Master's Thesis within a shorter time interval than the Standard •
Supervising System students.

Also, the BRS System students continue

working on these preparatory tasks so that steady, weekly progress
toward completion was maintained (these results were shown in Studies
I and II).

It is probable that the weekly output of the Standard

Supervising System students is not nearly as regular across semesters,
and steady progress is not maintained.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The defining features of the Behavioral Research-Supervising
System are —

specification of the separate research tasks, placement

of weekly deadlines for completion on the research tasks, presentation
of extrinsic consequences following completion of the tasks, a weekly
meeting schedule in which the participants discuss research issues.
The results from Studies I and II show that points earned toward
recommendation letters combined with weekly feedback on the subjects'
performance are effective in controlling research behavior.
of analysis in the system —

All levels

total group average, individual perfor

mance, the eight research tasks, the three groups based on thesis
progress —

support this interpretation.

Over 75% of the subjects

approved this type of research supervising system.

The results from

Study III show that students in the Behavioral Research-Supervising
System receive more direct supervision time, more sources of super
vision, and start work on research activities within a shorter time
interval from admittance to the program than other comparable grad
uate students in the department.
From the results of the three studies it would seem that the
Behavioral Reseach-Supervising System could produce these outcomes.
1) Better quality masters' theses —

for example, there would be a

more thorough literature review, a clearer writing style, and better
functional analyses of the independent and dependent variables; the
thesis would make a contribution to the field of behavior analysis
97
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and it would have a higher probability of publication and presenta
tion.

2) The final product would be completed in a shorter period

of time.

These two issues are assertions —

they have not been

proven —

but they may serve to guide future research and technolog

ical development in this system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I present the following as suggestions for further research
and technological development of the Behavioral Research-Supervising
System:
1) The first research proposal for the new MA student should
address this issue —

how do we know we have a problem? —

the

student would gather descriptive data to show the setting warranted
a master’s thesis in order to change the problem.

The first proposal

would outline this prepilot investigation.
2) If the results indicated a problem, the student would prepare
the formal research proposal.

After editing by the doctoral supervi

sor, the student would send a copy to his or her Orals Committee
and would arrange to have a group meeting or individual meetings to
discuss the proposal.
3) Based on student feedback, a second proposal due in four --weeks is unnecessary; it is better to keep revising the initial one.
4) The chief problem with the ’implementing' tasks is that
their completion is not related closely enough to the 'writing'
tasks.

As now designed, the output documents for review article,

data presentation, log, and self-reported hours are not optimally
useful when the student is writing the manuscript.

These preparatory

tasks must be completed in such a way that each effectively controls
the researcher's behavior when preparing the thesis write-up.

For

example, the Literature Review form (Appendix C) is important for
analyzing the merits of each article read.

But a sheaf of these

99
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completed forms probably does not most effectively help the student
write the Introduction section of a thesis.
form (Appendix E —

I propose another

Research Article List) that contains a section

for the complete citation of the article (this easily becomes the
thesis Reference page) and a section with specific categories for
indicating the possible relevance of the article read to the student’
own thesis.
5) Several subjects subjects in the evaluation commented that
they sometimes read marginally useful or relevant articles during
the semester just to avoid the negative points.

I think the first

requirement of the semester for the review article task should be
the completion of 14 articles, to be read one article each week in
that semester.

The supervisor would approve the articles on the

list at the first small group meeting (or delete some and suggest
others).
6) Data presentation is the most closely related preparatory
task to the final thesis write-up.

It will determine the scope and

particular emphasis of analysis in the write-up.

In the present

system though, I think formal data analysis remains unspecified.

A

preliminary step in this direction would have the MA student list
every graph he or she is recording data on and, at the end of the
semester, the student would state the results in terms of the in
dependent variable(s), the experimental design, and implications for
future research.
7) I also think that a presentation of the results with graphs
to the thesis group should be a semesterly requirement of the data
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presentation task.
8) Students were critical of the short time for the small group
meeting on Thursday.

This meeting should not be lengthened hut

an agenda should be followed with time allotments provided for each
student in the group, because students criticized the discussion drift
into non-research areas.
9) All of the Graduate College procedures that are generally ap
plicable to all the MA students should have group-wide due dates for
completion.

These would be tasks like submitting the Candidacy form,

taking the English Qualifying test and a meeting with each of the
faculty members on the student1s committee (once a semester)10) The students criticized the weekly log as unnecessary and
rarely relevant to the thesis preparation.

The log summary, as a

review technique, was called redundant and of no value.

Again, I

believe the problem is that the proper form has not been designed for
this research task.

All the log entries made during implementation

must be in proper format for the writing stage.

(Similarly, a log

form should be designed to make the output from the generating
stage valuable for the researcher when implementing.)

The categories

of the weekly log form could be the sections normally found in a
thesis write-up —
etc. —

introduction, subjects, reliability, discussion,

the MA student records an entry under, say, five of the eight

selected categories with a 125 word minimum total.

Then for the log

summary (due twice a semester), the student transfers the most rele
vant entries to a master sheet that then becomes a thesis outline for
preparing each thesis section.
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11) Also included with the log should be an implementation
sheet; this sho.ws the four months of the current semester and on
this calendar the student circles the exact date of important events
related to the thesis implementation —

for example, condition changes,

when specific handouts were distributed, when subjects added or withdrew
from experiment).
12) In the student evaluation for self-reported hours, the
students neither praised nor criticized this task.

I believe that a

prospective behavioral scientist should try to get his or her pro
fessional productive behavior under the cue control of a graph and
other quantitative measures.

This is a good step in the development

of effective self-management techniques (Foster, 1974).

The self-

reported hours form (Appendix F) will show the time spent per day
and per week on all research activities from this supervising system.
13) The weekly totals could be graphed across the 15 weeks of
the semester or on a yearly (52 weeks) basis as part of the response
requirement.
14) Generating a thesis design leads to implementing, and imple
menting leads to writing.

The write-up is the most important document

because it is the summary of all the other stages.

By this time pre

paration of the final write-up should already be assured —

the log

summaries function as a thesis outline; the Introduction section comes
from the Research Article list; the Method is written during the
semester the student implements; Results and Discussion come from
the summary and the data presnetation and data analyses tasks.
believe that the weekly word total for writing could now rise to
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1500 words, so that the student could complete the write-up in the
semester following implementation.

I would not want to increase

the point value of this task any more because the single point tasks
would then start to lose their significance as points completed on the
feedback form.

The cue control of research behavior could then be

diminished.
15) The self-editing task, as currently designed, is of question
able utility.

The MA students rated the requirements as confusing,

and the self-edited words as colorful but with no editing rules or
intuitive behavior developed as a result.

I think the most important

areas of emphasis should be active voice, topic sentences for para
graph organization, and short, cumulative sentences.

These seem

to be the most clearly evident in "readable" writing.
16) A couple of students each semester still had trouble com
pleting all of their required research tasks.
changes in the supervising system.

These are two possible

First, the weekly feedback form

could also show cumulative group performance.

Because the personal

performance of these students was consistently below that of their
group, this would presumably provide them with more effective negative
or corrective feedback.

Second, the present weekly deadlines for task

completion could be broken down into even smaller time intervals.
For example, if the student typically does not complete the writing
and editing tasks (which are due on Tuesday of the thesis week), then
250 words written and edited could be due at the Thursday small group
meeting and the remainder due at the normal time of the individual
meeting.

The next level could be 150 words written and edited due on
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each weekday of the thesis week (thus providing five deadlines).
For further research approaches I would like to see the research
behavior of the generating students (Group G) tracked as they enter
their second year under the system and compared to the performance of
the current Group I members.

Similarly, one could compare the

data of new Group G members to the current Group G's performance.
Of particular importance to the system would be the research ’perfor
mance1 of the recently completed students who have left the system
for other graduate programs or jobs.

This canvassing could be in the

form of a questionnaire to BRS participants and to other graduate
students from the department.

Would the subjects from this supervising

system be more likely to set up similar systems in order to ensure
completion of long term projects they are now facing?

What is the

research record of the participants when not under the system —

would

they tend to do more or less than other graduate students?
These questions have important implications for the training of
scientists.— £ believe that the quickest approach to developing scien
tific behavior is the establishment'of rule-governed behavior (Skinner,
1969).

This behavior will become maximally effective when shaped by

the contingencies of actually doing research.
ment of contingency-shaped behavior takes time.

However, the develop
It is doubtful

that the intrinsic rewards produced by the research activities (the
most important probably being the learned reward of control (Malott
et al., in press)) will maintain the rate of completion over this long
period of time.

Research behavior is developed and maintained

primarily by extrinsic consequences.

The graduate students have
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grades, stipends, and attention and approval from faculty members.
Research behavior on the faculty level is maintained by salaries,
subordinate staff members, audiences at conventions, in classrooms
and from journal readership when publishing.

The control of scientific

behavior by intrinsic rewards is not an unimportant goal because
effective consequences no longer have to be arranged by the community.
But control by extrinsic consequences is foremost.
Therefore, in order to support maintenance of the subject’s re
search behavior, the supervising system should do this:

the graduate

students should be encouraged to present their research in front of
an audience.

Presentation is a professional activity that is rewarded

by the scientific community; it can become a powerful reward for
research activities that extend over many months.

The weekly,

small group, and large group meetings in the supervising system al
ready provide some social rewards for discussing research.

The next

stage in the development of presentation skills would be the formal
presentation of the results of the thesis implementation (with graphs,
tables, handouts) in the large group meeting.
to be very "supportive" —
reward statements.

This situation tends

that is, a lot of positive feedback and

Next would come a presentation at a departmental

colloquia, and then to regional and national conventions.

Similarly,

graduate students who have completed their thesis work could be
asked to return for a presentation of this research to the large
group in the Thursday meeting (or of research they are currently
engaged in).

This approach may be the most expedient way to program

maintenance of the effects of the supervising system.
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Of interest to the system designer is a component analysis of the
two independent variables.

If points toward recommendation was effec

tive by itself then the weekly task of preparing written feedback could
be eliminated.

What effect would feedback alone have or are both

variables needed in concert to effectively control research behavior?
What would the addition of cumulative group performance, as a cate
gory on the feedback form, have on the performance of the group mem
bers?
Of major theoretical importance to the field is the precise
contribution of rule control in this system.
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APPENDIX A
Weekly Supervisor Form

4

31

1

November
2 3 4 5

6

WK 6

9 10 11

7

8

9 10 11 12 13

WK 7

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

14

15 16 17 18 19 20

WK 8

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

21 22 23 24 X

26 27 28 29 30

28 29 30

September
1 2
3
5

6

7

8

December
1 2 3

October

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

WK 1

8

9

WK 2

X 27

5

6

8

7

WK 9

4

WK 10

9 10 11

WK 11

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 WK 3

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 WK 4

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 WK 5

26 27 28 29 30 31

Supervisor

Student

At
tend

Thursday
Review
Art.

Tuesday
750

Self-

Date

1)

wds

wds

hrs wds

wds

wds

wds

hrs wds

wds

wds

wds

hrs wds

wds

wds

wds

hrs wds

wds

wds

wds

hrs wds

wds

2)

3)

4)

5)
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A P P E N D IX B

Individual Feedback Form

1

2

4

31

1

November
2 3 4 5

6

WK 6

8

9 10 11

7

8

9 10 11 12 13

WK 7

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

14 15 16 17 18 IS 20

WK 8

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

21 22 23 X

27

WK 9

26 27 28 29 30

28 29 30

4

WK 10

9 10 11

WK 11

5

6

7

3

23 X

December
1 2 3

October
1

2

WK 1

8

9

WK 2

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

WK 3

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

WK 4

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

WK 5

26 27 28 29 30 31

3

4

5

6

7

5

6

7

8

Supervisor

Student

At
tend

Review
Art.

Data

Attend

Log

Hrs.

750
Wds.

Self Edit

Pos. Neg,

Week N
.

Cumulative
earned/
possible +'s
earned -'s

+1....response met criterion for that week (or behavior that was done extra)
-1....response did not meet criterion for that week
—
.behavior not applicable to student
You are in the experimental or 'B' treatment condition at this time: pos
itive and negative points are contingent on your performance; you will receive
this feedback sheet weekly on your thesis work. Only under this condition of the
experiment will data be supplied to Dr. Malott in determining recommendations.
Data from the 'A' condition (which must be collected) will never see the light
of day associated with your name.
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APPENDIX C

Literature Review Form
TITLE:

AUTHOR(S): _____________________________________________________________
JOURNAL:

YEAR

Vol.

AREA OR PROBLEM:

RESEARCH QUESTION:

SUBJECTS & SETTING:

DEPENDENT VARIABLE (specification, observation, reliability):

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (specification, observation, reliability):
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APPENDIX C
(continued)

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:

RESULTS:

CONCLUSIONS:

RELATED SIGNIFICANCE:

POSSIBLE REFERENCES:
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APPEND EC D

Reliability Sheet
September
1 2 3

31

10 11

7

8 9

10 11 12 13

WK 7

13 14 15 16 17 18

14

15 16

17 18 19 20

WK 8

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

21

22 23

X

27

WK 9

26 27 28 29 30

28

29 30

4

WK 10

9 10 11

WK 11

6

5
12

7

8

9

1

November
2 3 4 5

4

4

5

6

7

2S X

December
1 2 3

October

3

6

1

2

WK 1

8

9

WK 2

5

6

7

8

WK 6

13 14 15 16 17 18

10

11 12 13 14 15 16

WK 3

12

17

18 19 20 21 22 23

WK 4

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

24

25 26 27 28 29 30

WK 5

26

27 28 29 30 31

Supervisor

MA Student

Secondary Observer

Condition

Tuesday
At
tend

Review
Art.

750
Wds.

SelfEdit

hrs

wds

wds

hrs

wds

wds

Log

Hrs.

wds

wds

wds

wds

Data

Attend

Secondary Observer:

Primary Observer:

Agreements:

Disagreements:
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APPENDIX E

Research Article List

1)

ARTICLE

RELEVANCE

Title:

DV(s) IV(s)/Setting -

Authors:

Subjects Results -

2)

Journal:

Other Issues -

Title:

DV(s) IV(s)/Setting -

Authors:

Subjects Results -

3)

Journal:

Other Issues -

Title:

DV(s) IV(s)/Setting -

Authors:

Subjects Results -

4)

Journal:

Other Issues -

Title:

DV(s) IV(s)/Setting -

Authors:

Subjects Results -

Journal:

Other Issues -
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APPENDIX F
Hours Form
Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Meetings

wds

Log

wds

750 wds

wds

Res Prop

wds

Self-edit

Imple
menting
wds

Lit Rev
Data Pres
Grad Col
Procds

--------- --------- ---------- ---------

-------- ---------

-------

